UKT – Pioneers of an
Innovative Heating and Air
Conditioning Technology
The brand UKT (United Klima Technologies) has
been pioneering the development of heaters and
air-conditioners without an external unit for 18
years.
In 1999 UKT introduced its own “Single Hole
Technology” to the market. This novel technology
eliminates the impact of visible parts on a
building exterior, restoring the architecture of the
urban areas currently devastated by old style air
conditioning devices that are incompatible with
their surroundings. UKT air conditioners do not
have a bulky box installed outside, whirring and
rusting over time unlike conventional Split or PTAC
systems.



A cross section of the 8” diameter duct
showing air flow.



UKT’s patented ‘Single Hole Technology’.

As the inventor of this technology UKT guarantee
a number of advantages gained from using the
system: low installation costs, ease of maintenance,
high energy efficiency, high performance,
uncompromising design and low noise levels.
UKT’s success is formulated by a creative
and unorthodox approach to engineering. A
combination of components miniaturisation,
integral heating with a heat recovery/exchange
system that boosts cooling efficiency, the latest
state-of-the-art noise reduction technology, high
end materials such as stainless steel and aviation
grade aluminium come together to create a
diversely adaptable range of products. This exciting
technology has already been supplied throughout Europe for use in
hotel chains, residential, commercial, industrial and offices, luxury
yachts, railway locomotives and engineering infrastructure projects
such as tunnelling and other construction applications.
UKT has years of unrivalled experience offering a bespoke
consultancy, design and manufacturing service for various clients
including: developers, architects, civil engineers and military.
With 16 different air conditioners and 100 customisable variants it
means UKT offer the most diverse and adaptable product range in
the world. If you require a project specific climate control solution
there is a high chance you will find what you need at UKT.
Now based in Kent at their high specification manufacturing facility,
UKT is fully independent, harnessing technology to swiftly transform
concept in to creation.
For more information on UKT go to:
www.hybrid-ukt.co.uk,
email: sales@hybrid-ukt.co.uk,
call: +44 (0)1797366889

The ‘Vertical’ Air Conditioner. A slim line all-in-one heating, 
cooling, ventilation and dehumidification system.
UKT’s units installed in apartments. Just a discreet 8” diameter 
grille visible on the building exterior. The grille can be colour
coded to match the surroundings.

